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Great Lost Party Adrift (1971)

    

David Blackwood: "Black Ice"
In the 1960s, Newfoundland artist David Blackwood went against the grain of
the avant-garde by making representational work about his home province at a
time when abstraction ruled. With “Black Ice,” the AGO delivers a stellar
display of his etchings

BY DAVID BALZER   February 23, 2011 15:02

To look at David Blackwood’s marvelous etchings, currently on

display at the Art Gallery of Ontario in an exhibition entitled “Black

Ice,” is to feel as if you’ve entered another time and place. Yet

Blackwood’s sweeping, sublime work is not from the early 19th

century, nor does it depict the fictional vistas of, say, Coleridge and

Poe. Blackwood is our very own: a Newfoundlander who, as a young

man, and against the grain of the 1960s avant-garde, began to make

gorgeously detailed pictures of his birth province, specifically his

hometown of Wesleyville and its peculiar culture and mythology

—things of which he got a taste as a boy and, as he matured, saw fading away.

If this sounds like an all-too-familiar Canadian art story—wistfully, tea-sippingly colonial—a single

encounter with a Blackwood print will be enough to dispel such prejudices. Appropriate for a man who

works in copper etching—a process demanding impossibly steady hands and eyes and the patience of

Job—Blackwood, now 69, produces fierce and bracingly beautiful work. His limited palette, a by-product

of his chosen medium and its rigours, consists largely of blue-greens and blue-grays. But rather than

seeming bleak and wan, the colours are, as intended, and using the appropriately named aquatint

process, oceanic: engrossing, shifting, chilling. When a different colour appears, it is red, orange or

yellow—a positive flash, usually depicting gunfire, shipfire or torchfire. His use of white recalls its

literary-romantic representation in the works of Melville, Frost and Conrad: a terrifying blank, an

everything and nothing, a pall. No wonder Blackwood once described the sea, his primary subject, as

“the ultimate disaster.”

Wesleyville, Burning of the Methodist Church (1976)

Katharine Lochnan, a senior curator at the AGO and a vigilant custodian of Blackwood’s work (which was

given as a gift to the gallery in the 1990s), organizes “Black Ice” according to various cultural and

archival phenomena, but there is no reading Blackwood as anything other than a storyteller. Great Lost

Party Adrift, part of a larger “Lost Party” series, may depict a doomed search party, but it is, as Farley

Mowat famously remarked, a clear-as-day allegory for the human experience, each figure a small

scratch in the etching, looking for the same, ineffable thing. Similarly, Blackwood’s mesmerizing

depictions of mummers—Christmas-time door-to-door visitors in disguise, an old English ritual—seem like

gothic apparitions, despite being rooted in real Wesleyville experience. Such storytelling is itself a form

of record-keeping: the culture of Newfoundland is as steeped in it as it is in the fishing industry.

The centrepiece of “Black Ice” is 1980’s Fire Down on the Labrador (pictured above), a print that has

been reproduced a lot in this country (maybe it’s up at your parents’ cottage) and which manages its

populism well, staying both fun and frightening while saucily skirting the edges of kitsch. Lochnan has

chosen it to illustrate Blackwood’s etching process, with various versions of the work, along with a

plate, relegated to a separate room. It’s an altar of sorts to Blackwood’s labours—its subject, ironically,

showing the futility of human endeavour, with a burning ship floating amid icecaps and above a massive,

grinning whale. Civilization depends dearly on the pioneering spirit, but also, as few Canadian artists

understand as well as Blackwood, on the immortal powers of myth.
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